
  

  July 2016 

www.hillsdogclub.com 
https://www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub 

 
 

Upcoming Meeting Dates 

 
13th July  

10th August  
14th Sept  

 
12th October  
9th November 
14th December 

  

No Tuesday Training:  5th & 12th July, 2016 (School Holidays) 

Do you want to receive your Howler via email? 

Email: hillshowler@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

K9 Companion Award 
Monday 4th July @ 7pm 

Tuesday 26th July @ 10am 
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Hills  Dog Club Inc 

2016 Committee 

President: Gordon Fenbow Mb: 0430 341 235 E: gfenbow@bigpond.net.au  

Vice President: Kellie Neville Mb: 0408 027 874 E: neville_200@hotmail.com 

Vice President: David Hutchins Mb: 0412 245 999 E: davidehutchins@ozemail.com.au 

Secretary: Vicki Gresser Ph: 9871 5734 E: vicki.gresser@optusnet.com.au 

Assistant Secretary: Deidre O’Brien  Ph: 9654 9171 E: obrien.hamely28@bigpond.com 

Treasurer: Lynne Sheather Ph: 9634 1497 E: lshe4963@bigpond.net.au 

Assistant Treasurer: Janet Power Ph: 9639 9987 E: powerjanet@optusnet.com.au 

Chief Instructor: Dianne Atkins Ph: 9654 3833 E: diatkins@bigpond.net.au  

Trial Secretary: Tiki Freizer Mb: 0419 488 493 

Show Secretary: Janet Power Mb: 0419 313 848 

Committee:    Anne Small Mb: 0417 414 877  

Judith Stanley Ph: 9868 5912 

Kathy Cocks Mb: 0411 892 329 

Shirley Tulk Mb: 0417 282 218  

Natalie Conway Mb: 0404 878 940   

Peter Guenther Ph: 9634 6876  

Public Officer: Vicki Gresser Ph: 9871 5734 

Publicity Officer:  Kellie Neville Mb: 0408 027 874 E: hillshowler@gmail.com  

Equipment Officer: Luke Perfect Mb: 0409 118 458 E: alwaysperfect@optusnet.com.au 

Education Officer: Dianne Atkins Ph: 9654 3833 E: diatkins@bigpond.net.au  

Registrar: Jody Smith Mb: 0418 169 656 E: jawsmith@bigpond.com 

Auditor: Mr T Newton  

Patron: Mrs Betty Stepkovitch 

Trophy Stewards:  Trial—Kerry Richards and Janice Lyons        Show—Pauline Hartwell and Samantha Ibbott-Cordi 

Club Trophy Steward: Genevieve Young Mb: 0419 161 042 E: genevieve.young@optusnet.com.au  

Life Members: Peter Guenther, *Hazel Baldwin(*deceased), Dianne Atkins, Janet Power, Belvane Parsons,  

Anne Small, Betty Cansdale, Robyn Jones, Janice Lyons, Vicki Gresser, Lynne Sheather                                
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Agenda: 

 

1 Open Meeting 

2 Apologies 

3 Confirmation of minutes of the previous              

    meeting                 

4 Business arising from the minutes 

5 Correspondence 

6 Treasurers Report 

 

 

 

7 New Members 

8 Chief Instructor’s Report 

9 Show Secretary’s Report 

10 Trial Secretary's Report 

11 Publicity Report 

12 General Business  

 

 

 

Notice is given of the General Meeting of the Hills Dog Club Inc.  
to be held on  

Wednesday 13th July 2016,  
in the Meeting Rooms, at Castle Hill Showground. 

Commencing at 7:30 p.m.  

Everyone is welcome to attend. 
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- MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE - 

The Hills Howler newsletter is written by members, for members. The views expressed 

here are not necessarily the views of the Hills Dog Club Inc. and the club does not      

accept responsibility for any information, articles or advice published. 

- NOTICE BOARD - 

Leave your dog “on lead” at all times 

unless your instructor requests other-

wise. 

Please bring correct money to training 

for ground fees. 

No thongs or bare feet in classes.  

Closed shoes are preferable and safer. 

Please wear your membership card at 

all times. It makes everyone`s life     

easier! 

All dogs on the training grounds must be 

vaccinated under Club rules. 

Bitches in season are not permitted to  

attend class. You may still come and 

watch, but she may not. 

Yes, training is on when it rains. Bring a 

raincoat and wear boots.  If it is very wet 

we will train under the covered ring. 

All correspondence to: 

The Secretary,  

Hills Dog Club Inc. 

56/159 Ridgecrop Drive, 

Castle Hill  NSW  2154 

FORGOT TO BRING TREATS TO 

TRAINING? 

Don’t worry! We have lamb treats for 

sale at the office for just $5 a bag. 

FOR NOTICE OF CLASS  

CANCELLATION 

In the event of extreme weather  

conditions (heat or rain)  

Go to: 

www.hillsdogclub.com 

OR find us on Facebook: 

www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub 

 

Pages updated  

Monday 4pm & Tuesday 8:45am 

  

- FREE MEMBERS BOARD - 

The Club has decided to include a FREE notice board column in the Howler each month 

for club members. This will be a maximum of 3 lines for one (1) month and will be non 

commercial. 

http://www.hillsdogclub.com
http://www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub
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Hills Dog Club Inc 

TRAINING TIMES 

Monday 7pm  Puppies, Beginners, Graduate & Advanced 

  8pm   Triallers 
 
  Puppy classes are for dogs 12-20 weeks.     NO CLASSES HELD ON PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 
 
Tuesday 10.30am All Classes NO TUESDAY CLASSES HELD IN SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 
 
CLUB MEETINGS 
The club meets monthly on the 2nd Wednesday of the month, except January, in the clubhouse. 
Meetings start at 7.30pm. All welcome! Tea and coffee provided. 
Club financial year is 1st January to 31st December. 
 
CORRESPONDENCE     NEWSLETTER 
All Club correspondence or enquires should  Hills Howler is available at the clubhouse on 
be addressed in writing to The Secretary,              training days/nights and online. All 
56/169 Ridgecrop Drive, Castle Hill, NSW, 2154.  members are encouraged to contribute. 
 

GROUND RULES 
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Promotions 
Beginners to Graduate 

Kristin Stoeckl with Chase the Border Collie 

(Monday Night Class) 

Titles Gained   

Deirdre O'Brien with  

Japorik Miss Rosebay CCD (Grace) CD Title 
on 190 points 3rd place   

 

Brett & Jess  

with Steadfast Lady Bug RN aka Indie Rally 
Novice Title 
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Name: Rachel Lawler 

Dogs:  Quiz   1 1/5 year old   Border Collie x Bearded Collie 

  Kelly  4 year old    Working Kelpie 
  Bodie   8 year old    Working Kelpie x 

How long have you been at Hills?  Since 2014 

What Class do you usually Teach? Beginners 7 & 8 on Tuesdays 

Best Dog Training advice ever given to you:  

Dogs do what works best for them.. so be what works best for them!!! 

What other Dog Activities do you do? K9 Nose Work, Agility & Trick Training 

Day Job: K9 Nose Time Instructor, Dog Photographer,                                              

Animal Wrangler for Advertising platforms and Dog Walker 

Hobbies: Training my Dogs (how cliché), and enjoying wine with friends! 

Dog Achievement: Quiz is the star of the family. He has featured in several different 

advertisements on TV and other advertising platforms. Bodie has also starred in a movie 
called 'Grace'. 

Favourite thing you’ve taught your Dogs?                                             
That the world is an amazing place, and anything new is a fantastic thing to encounter!!!! 
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VEGAN SUGARLESS ‘ICE CREAM’ 

 

Ingredients 

2 x 450g cans coconut milk (not coconut cream) 

3 x cups strawberries 

1½ x cups xylitol (sugar substitute from health food store) 

Juice of ½ lemon 

 

Method 

Puree strawberries and put them in a bowl. 

Add ½ cup of the xylitol & the lemon juice. 

Let this stand for 2 hours. 

In a separate bowl, whip the coconut milk.  

Add the remaining xylitol and mix by hand.   

Add the strawberry puree and stir it through. 

Pour into an ice-cream maker and churn for 30 minutes.   

Remove and freeze for 2 hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

By Genevieve Young 
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Caramel Fruit Pudding 

 

Syrup 
3/4 cup brown sugar 

1 1/2 cups water 
2oz butter 

Boil together for 5 mins 
 

Cake 
2oz butter                                                                                                              

1/4 cup brown sugar 
1/2 cup mixed fruit                                                                                                 

1 1/4 cups SR Flour 
1 egg Vanilla 

 
Beat butter and sugar until creamy, add egg, beat well. 

Add mixed fruit, sifted flour, mix until well combined. 
Roll into walnut sized balls and place into lamington tin or Pyrex dish. 

Pour boiled syrup over. Cook for 180C oven for 25-35 mins.                       
Do not overlook as syrup will be absorbed.                                             

Serve with custard or ice cream. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This one is a simple family favourite that comes down from my Mum. 

Sue Hutchins 
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Hills Dog Club Community Page 
https://www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub/ 

Click: Like 

Notifications: Follow 

Please Note: All you need is a internet connection to view 

this page 

https://www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub/
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Hills Dog Club Members 

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/162308877129471/ 

Click: Ask to Join 

Please Note: Admin will ask to confirm Membership 

Hills Dog Club Webpage 

http://www.hillsdogclub.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/162308877129471/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/162308877129471/
http://www.hillsdogclub.com/
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Canine Diabetes Mellitus 
There are two forms of diabetes in dogs: diabetes insipidus and diabetes mellitus. Diabetes insipidus is 
sometimes called "drinking diabetes" and diabetes mellitus is also known as "sugar diabetes". Diabetes 
insipidus is a very rare disorder that results in failure to regulate body water content. Diabetes mellitus is 
more common in dogs, and is frequently diagnosed in dogs five years of age or older. This is also known 
as adult-onset diabetes. There is a congenital form that occurs in puppies called juvenile diabetes, but this 
is rare in dogs.  

Diabetes mellitus is a disease of the pancreas. This is a small but vital organ located near the stomach. It 
has two significant populations of cells. One group of cells produces the enzymes necessary for proper 
digestion. The other group, called beta-cells, produce the hormone insulin. Simply put, diabetes mellitus is 
a failure of the pancreatic beta cells to regulate blood sugar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOME PEOPLE WITH DIABETES TAKE INSULIN SHOTS, AND OTHERS 

TAKE ORAL MEDICATION. IS THIS TRUE FOR DOGS? 

In humans, two types of diabetes mellitus have been discovered. Both types are similar in that there is a 
failure to regulate blood sugar, but the basic mechanisms of disease differ somewhat between the two 
groups. Most dogs with diabetes mellitus will require daily insulin injections to regulate their blood glucose. 

Type I or Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus results from total or near-complete destruction of the  
beta-cells. This is the most common type of diabetes in dogs. As the name implies, dogs with this type of     
diabetes require insulin injections to stabilise blood glucose levels. 

Type II or Non-Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus is different because some insulin-producing cells 
remain. However, the amount produced is insufficient, there is a delayed response in secreting it, or the 
tissues of the dog's body are relatively resistant to it. Type II diabetes most commonly occurs in older 
obese dogs and is the most common form in both people and cats. People with this form may be treated 
with an oral drug that stimulates the remaining functional cells to produce or release insulin in an adequate 

amount to normalise blood sugar. Unfortunately, dogs do not respond well to these oral medications. 
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WHY IS INSULIN SO IMPORTANT? 

Insulin is the hormone responsible for how the body regulates and manages its fuels (sugars and fats) and 
its protein building blocks (amino acids). Insulin promotes the uptake, storage and use of the sugars, fats 
and amino acids within the body. 

The role of insulin is much like that of a gatekeeper: in effect, it stands at the surface of body cells and 
opens the door, allowing glucose to leave the blood stream and pass inside the cells. Glucose is a vital 
substance that provides much of the energy needed for life, and it must work inside the cells. Without an 
adequate amount of insulin, glucose is unable to get into the cells. It accumulates in the blood, setting in 
motion a series of events that can ultimately prove fatal. 

When insulin is deficient, the cells become starved for a source of energy. In response to this, the body 
starts breaking down stores of fat and protein to use as alternative energy sources. As a consequence, the 
dog eats more; thus, we have weight loss in a dog with a ravenous appetite. The body tries to eliminate the 
excess glucose by excreting it in the urine. However, glucose (blood sugar) attracts water resulting in the 
production of a large amount of urine. To avoid dehydration, the dog drinks more and more water. Thus, 
we have the four classical signs of diabetes: 

 Increased water consumption 

 Increased urination 

 Increased appetite 

 Weight Loss 

HOW IS DIABETES MELLITUS DIAGNOSED? 

The diagnosis of diabetes mellitus is based on three criteria: the four classical clinical signs, the presence 
of a persistently high level of glucose in the blood stream (hyperglycemia), and the presence of glucose in 
the urine (glucosuria). 

The normal level of glucose in the blood is 4.4-6.6 mmol/L. It may rise to 13.6-16.5 mmol/L following a 
meal. However, diabetes is the only common disease that will cause the blood glucose level to rise above 
22 mmol/L. Some diabetic dogs will have a glucose level as high as 44 mmol/L, although most will be in 
the range of 22-33 mmol/L. 

To keep the body from losing glucose, the kidneys do not allow glucose to be filtered out of the blood 
stream until an excessive level is reached. This means that dogs with a normal blood glucose level will not 
have glucose in the urine. Diabetic dogs, however, have excessive amounts of glucose in the blood, so it 
will be present in the urine. 

 

 

 

 

 

TREATMENT 
What is involved in treatment? 

Consistency is vital to proper management of the diabetic dog. Your dog needs consistent administration of 
medication, consistent feeding, consistent exercise and a stable, stress-free lifestyle. 

 

Understanding Dog Diabetes Part 1 - Symptoms and Diagnosis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ruqP2aUxZ8 

Understanding Dog Diabetes Part 2 - Daily Life 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4BhVS_MFOo   Thanks to Linda Humphreys  

           Dog Lovers Cruise 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ruqP2aUxZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4BhVS_MFOo
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July Promotion 
on the 

Hills Dog Club Community Page 
Let your fingers and paws “lead” you to the page below: 

https://www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/hillsdogclub/
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What Life Is Like Before And After You Get A Dog... 
The status of Your Car...           Where your money goes... 

Your Camera Roll...      Dinner... 

  

What Your Home Looks Like...           What You Do For Fun...     
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The purpose of Rally Obedience is to demonstrate a dog’s usefulness as a companion of  mankind, not 

merely the dog’s ability to follow specified routines in the ring. Dogs who participate in Rally are dogs that 

have been trained and conditioned to compete at Novice level and in the presence of other dogs. The   

objective of Rally is to provide a  fast-moving and motivational sport for both Handler and dog that        

demonstrates competency in basic Obedience exercises without the precision of the formal Obedience 

Classes. Dogs in Rally events should demonstrate willingness and enjoyment. To that end, Handlers may 

use verbal praise and encouragement of the dog on the Rally course. All participants in the Rally Classes 

are required to perform the same exercises in substantially the same way so that the quality of the various 

performances may be compared and scored.  

Rally-O will be on every 2nd and 4th Monday of each month. 

Please check the ring timetable for more information 

 

K9 Companion Award Course 
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. 

 

*This exercise is in both CCD (30 points) & Novice (20 points)* 
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IT ’S A QUESTION  that tends to arise when a neighbourhood mutt sees a cat at 3 a.m., or if 
you live in an apartment above someone who leaves their small, yapping dog alone all day:   
Why do dogs bark so much? 

Perhaps because humans designed them that way. 

“The direct or indirect human artificial selection process made the dog bark as we know,” said 
Csaba Molnar, formerly an ethologist at Hungary’s Eotvos Lorand University. 

Molnar’s work was inspired by a simple but intriguing fact: Barking is common in domesticated 
dogs, but infrequent if not downright absent in their wild counterparts. Wild dogs yip and squeal 
and whine, but rarely produce the repetitive acoustic percussion that is barking. Many people had 
made that observation, but Molnar and his colleagues were the first to rigorously investigate it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Because anatomical differences between wild and domestic dogs don’t explain the barking gap, 
Molnar hypothesized a link to their one great difference: Domesticated dogs have spent the last 
50,000 years in human company, being intensively bred to fit our requirements. 

Evolution over such a relatively short time is difficult to pin down, but Molnar reasoned that if his 
hypothesis were correct, two facts would need to be true: Barks should contain information about 
dogs’ internal states or external environment, and humans should be able to interpret them. 

To people who know dogs well, this might seem self-evident. But not every intuition is true. As 
Molnar’s research would show, sheepherders — people understandably certain in their ability to 
recognize their own own dogs’ voices — actually couldn’t distinguish their dogs’ barks from     
others. 

Molnar tested his propositions in a series of experiments described in various journal                   
papersbetween 2005 and 2010. The most high-profile, published in 2008 in the journal Animal   
Cognition, described using a computer program to classify dog barks (.pdf). 

At the time, many journalists — including this one — glibly interpreted the study as a halting step 
towards dog-to-human translation, but its significance was deeper. Molnar’s statistical algorithm 
showed that dog barks displayed common patterns of acoustic structure. In terms of pitch and 
repetition and harmonics, one dog’s alarm bark fundamentally resembled another dog’s alarm 
bark, and so on. 

Intriguingly, the algorithm showed the most between-individual variation in barks made by dogs at 
play. According to Molnar, this is a hint of human pressure at work. People traditionally needed to 
identify alarm sounds quickly, but sounds of play were relatively unimportant. 

By recording barks in various situations — confronting a stranger, at play, and so on — and   
playing them back to humans, Molnar’s group then showed that people could reliably identify the 
context in which barks were made. In short, we understand them. 

http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/tudomany-pub_en.html
http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/tudomany-pub_en.html
http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/irattar/Molnar_etal_2008.pdf
http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2008/01/computer-progra/
http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/irattar/Molnar2009.pdf
http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/irattar/Molnar2009.pdf
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 In wolves, from which modern dog breeds are descended, barking is done mostly by 
pups. Tambako the Jaguar/Flick  

 

The findings support Molnar’s original hypothesis, though more work is needed. Molnar started to 
cross-reference a phylogenetic tree of dog breeds with their barking habits, looking for an       
evolutionary trajectory, but never finished. He had been a student, and his thesis was complete. 
Unable to get more funding, he’s now a science journalist. 

According to Eugene Morton, a zoologist and animal communication expert at the National Zoo, 
Molnar’s ideas are quite plausible. Morton noted that barking is a very useful type of sound,    
simple and capable of carrying over long distances. However, it could have been a side effect of 
humans favouring other, domestication-friendly traits in the wolves from which modern dogs      
descended. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Barks are used by juvenile wolves, by pups. It’s neotenic — something derived from a juvenile 
stage, and kept in adults. That’s probably what we selected for,” said Morton. “We don’t want 
dogs who are dominant over us. The bark might go along with that breeding for juvenile           
behaviour. Or it could have come with something else we selected, such as a lack of aggression.” 

Molnar’s research is now a fascinating footnote waiting to be pushed forward by other              
researchers. In addition to that phylogenetic tree of barking, Molnar would like to see analyses of 
relationships between breeds’ bark characteristics and their traditional roles. If, as with the deep 
frightening rumble of mastiff guards, breeds’ barks tend to fit their jobs, it would further support 
the notion of human-guided bark evolution. 

The ultimate evidence, said Molnar, would be if human knowledge of bark structure could be 
used to synthesize barks. “If these barks, played to dogs and humans, had the same effects, it 
would be awesome,” he said. 

        http://www.wired.com/2011/06/dog-bark-origins/ 

         AUTHOR: BRANDON KEIM.BRANDON KEIM 

http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/tudomany-doktori_en.html
https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Origin_of_the_domestic_dog
https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Origin_of_the_domestic_dog
https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Origin_of_the_domestic_dog#Neoteny_in_the_rapid_evolution_of_diverse_dog_breeds
https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Origin_of_the_domestic_dog#Neoteny_in_the_rapid_evolution_of_diverse_dog_breeds
http://molcsa.web.elte.hu/tudomany-pub_en.html
http://www.wired.com/2011/06/dog-bark-origins/
http://www.wired.com/author/brandon9keim/
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HIP DYSPLASIA IN DOGS 
 

Hip dysplasia is a deformity of the hip joint (coxofemoral joint) that occurs during an animal's 
growth period. Many large breed dog owners have heard of it, but the fact is that anyone owning 
a dog should become familiar with this condition. 

In essence, the ball of the femur can not fit properly into the hip socket. An affected dog may 
show absolutely no signs of this condition, whilst others may show severe signs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT CAUSES HIP DYSPLASIA? 

Several factors contribute to the development of this problem. Some breeds are more likely to 
genetically inherit hip dysplasia. German Shepherds, Labrador Retrievers, Golden Retrievers, 
Rottweilers, St Bernards and Old English Sheepdogs are just a few. 

Environmental factors also play a role in the development of dysplasia including diet, weight gain 
and exercise.  

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR 

Hip dysplasia develops in young growing dogs, and signs maybe noticed as early as four to six 
weeks of age. However, there is no link between age and severity of this condition which means 
a very young puppy can be debilitated very early. In other cases dogs may not show any         
abnormalities until one or two years of age and in some cases may not become painful and lame 
until they are geriatric (6-10 years of age depending on breed). Here are 
some signs you should look out for:- 

 Hind leg lameness 

 Lack of coordination in the hind quarters (swaying and staggering) 

 Reluctance to run and jump 

 Difficulty when attempting to lie down or stand up 

 Abnormal gait 
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DIAGNOSING HIP DYSPLASIA 

Your veterinarian will undertake a physical examination checking the motion of your dog’s hip 
joint. X-rays maybe taken to confirm the condition, and highlight the amount of associated       
arthritis.    

TREATMENT 

Various medical and surgical options are available today to help restore your pet’s mobility and 
ease discomfort. The method of treatment depends on a number of factors including age and  
severity of the problem. Surgery is generally a last option and is usually recommended when 
other forms of treatment are not effective, when athletic performance is desired in young patients 
or to slow the progression of degenerative joint disease to enhance the probability of good long 
term limb function. 

Non surgical options 

Non surgical treatment is essentially the same as treatment for arthritis including a weight     
management program (including nutritional supplements), medications to help support and repair 
cartilage and medications to relieve pain and reduce inflammation. Refer to our topic on arthritis 
for more information. 

Surgical options 

Femoral head ostectomy (FHO) The hip joint is a ball and socket joint. FHO is the removal of the 
ball part of the joint. This gives excellent results in small dogs because a functional "false joint" 
forms. Some large dogs may not form this "false joint" as well however this is recommended for 
patients with severe arthritis, if the hip dislocates, or if the expense of the other procedures is  
prohibitive.  
 
Triple osteotomy is a procedure in which the pelvis is cut in three places around the hip joint. The 
bone is rotated to create better alignment with the femoral head (the ball). It is reattached so that 
the joint functions in a more normal fashion without looseness and pain. This should only be   
performed in a dog with no arthritic changes in the joint and is only an option for younger         
patients.  
 
Total Hip Replacement (THR) is possible, as is done in humans. The hip joint is replaced with an 
artificial ball and socket often made of plastic and stainless steel attached to the pelvis and femur 
in place of the abnormal joint. This procedure can give many years of pain-free use of the hips 
however is generally only an option for patients who have not responded to other forms of     
treatment, and is a very specialised procedure. 

 

 

 

 

  
  
  
  
   

 

  
  
          Thanks to Dr. Karen Hedberg  

          Dog Lovers Cruise 2015 
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2016 RSPCA CUPCAKE DAY 

MONDAY 15TH AUGUST AND TUESDAY 23RD AUGUST 

It is that time of year again when all our taste buds are tingling and tails are wagging because we 
are all joining in together once more to fight animal cruelty with our delicious cupcakes. 

It would be wonderful if as many of you as possible could bake some cupcakes for Monday night 
15th August and also for Tuesday morning 23rd August. 

This year the cupcakes will be selling for $2.00 each and any donations would be greatly         
appreciated. 

On behalf of all the animals at RSPCA NSW, thank you for joining in for the sweetest event of the 
year. 


